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ABSTRACT
Constrained investigation on the utilization of complementary alternative medicine (CAM) among
patients with diabetes mellitus (DM), especially in essential - care settings. This investigation looks to
comprehend the commonness, types, consumptions, dispositions, convictions, and impression of CAM
use among patients with DM visiting outpatient diabetic facility. use of CAM has increment lately. We
assessed the augmentation CAM utilization by patients with diabetes mellitus; in spite of constrained
proof bases. The point of this study was to decide the CAM use among individuals with analyzed
diabetes mellitus at diabetic facility at Azadi Teaching Hospital. Prospective descriptive cross
sectional study; up close and personal meeting poll and self-directed unknown study techniques to get
results from 417 patients who were going to Azadi teaching hospital at Kirkuk city/Iraq. The
information was analyzed by usage cross-tabulation analysis (X2 test). P value of 0.05 or less is
medically significant. Therefor; about Of 417 members were overviewed, around two third of them
utilized some type of CAM treatments were the most widely recognized modalities. The consequences
of a strategic relapse examination demonstrated that the parallel use design was most clear in the
gatherings matured more than 40. Likewise, numerous sociodemographic and wellbeing related
qualities are identified with the examples of the parallel utilization of CAM.At end, utilization of
CAM especially biologically base CAM treatments is normal and is bound to be utilized by those with
diabetes mellitus. it is as yet lacking the proof to reach complete inference about the adequacy of
individual herbs and enhancements for diabetes; be that as it may, they are seem, by all accounts, to be
commonly sheltered. The accessible information recommend that few enhancements might be warrant
further examination.
Keywords DM: diabetes mellitus; CM: conventional medicine; CAM: alternative and
complementary medicine; Kirkuk/ Azadi Teaching Hospital Diabetic Clinic.
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ًأستخذام الطب البذٌل والتكمٍلً بٍه المرضى الذٌه ٌعاوون مه داء السكري ف
عٍادة مرضى السكري فً مذٌىت كركوك – العراق
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الممخص

ىناك دراسات محدودة عن استخدامات الطب البديل في عالج مرضى الذين يعانون من االمراض ألمزمنة وخاصة مرضى داء السكر
لذا نحن الباحثون قمنا بتنظيم ىذه الدراسة لمعرفة عدد ونسبة المرضى الذين يعانون من داء السكر ويستخدمون الطب البديل في
. عالجو ونوع الطب البديل المستخدم
/ ومن الجدير بالذكر ان نوعية الدراسة التي استخدمنيا ىي دارسة وصفية مقطعية اذا تم اجراء الدراسة في مستشفى آزادي التعميمي
 الثمثين منيم تبين انيم يستعممون الطب البديل,  مريض714 استشارية داء السكر واما عدد المرضى الذين شممتيم الدراسة ىو
وخاصة االعشاب وبعض النباتات التي ىي اكثر شيوعا في االستعمال والتي تبين انيا امينو وليس ليا اضرار جانبية

؟؟؟؟. الطور العشوائي،عية
 االستثثارة، التركيب النووي:الكممات الدالة
ّ التجم
ُ

1. Introduction
Diabetes is one of the main non-contagious illnesses influencing humanity. [1] Diabetes is a
standout amongst the most across the board perpetual ailments. As indicated by the World Health
Organization (WHO), the quantity of individuals with diabetes ascended from 220 million of every
2009 to 346 million out of 2011, 90% being determined to have diabetes Type 2 (T2DM).[2] 284
million individuals are diabetic worldwide and this figure is anticipated to twofold by 2030.[3]
Diabetes, is a malady affected by way of life changes, for example, diet, thus focus of CAM, including
nourishing supplements (NSs).[4] It is evaluated more than Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a confused
metabolic turmoil, portrayed by high blood glucose level because of the powerlessness of cells to use
glucose fittingly. The etiology of sort 1diabetes is the total lack of insulin emission, while type 2
diabetes (DM) is a mix of protection from insulin activity and weakened insulin discharge, which
represents over 90% of all diabetes cases[5].Diabetes may prompt microvascular (visual deficiency,
chronic kidney disease and neuropathy) and macrovascular (stroke and myocardial infarction)
confusions.[6] It is likewise viewed as a vital hazard factor for the advancement of corpulence,
hyperinsulinemia, hypertension, dyslipidemia and atherosclerosis. [7] The present treatment for DM
incorporates insulin and other oral anti diabetic medications, for example, Sulphonylurea derivatives,
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Biguanides, Thiazolidinediones and Alpha glucosidase inhibitors. Be that as it may, these drugs are
known to have bothersome reactions, for example, hypertension, dry mouth, clogging, headache,
valvular coronary illness and stoutness.[8] To date, normal items still assume a vital job as wellsprings
of prescription in avoiding diabetes in this way, the endeavors to find valuable medication possibility
to battle diabetic difficulties are going on tenaciously.[9] Diabetes mellitus is an extremely basic
medical issue emerge worldwide quickly, due changing the nourishment propensity, way of life and to
a great extent utilization of junk food. Significant reason is age of free radical development, free
radical generation caused by degeneration of starches, lipid and protein digestion by expanded blood
glucose level (hyperglycemia) coming about because of the imperfections in insulin emission, insulin
activity or both. Raised glucose generation causes oxidative pressure and subsequently there is
increment in mitochondrial receptive oxygen species (ROS), non-enzymatic glycation of proteins and
glucose autoxidation.[10] Traditional, complementary and alternative medicine (TCAM) has been a
developing region of enthusiasm for ongoing years. The World Health Organization (WHO) has made
studies and combination of TCAM as one of its worldwide needs in the forthcoming decade [11] . In
the WHO's 2012 study, nations around the globe referred to a scarcity of sufficient research as the
most restricting component in enhancing and coordinating TCAM into their national healthcare
framework .[11] Reflecting comparative patterns, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) has made it a need to comprehend the utilizations and practices of TCAM in the locale for
better security and monetary control purposes.[12] An ongoing investigation of TCAM in the Gulf
State district have high rates of diabetes and CAM use. A study in kingdom of Saudi Arabia uncovered
the commonness of CAM utilization for the board of diabetes mellitus was 30%.[13] The
pervasiveness of diabetes in Iraq expanded from 5% in 1978 to 19.7% in 2012 [14]. A most current
review of CAM using among patients with diabetes mellitus demonstrated a wide distinction in the
quantities of CAM clients crosswise over nine countries from 17% to 73%.[2] In Iraq there is no
explores completed about CAM usage among diabetic patients; so meaning of CAM . Historically,
Complementary and Alternative Medicine is characterized by National Center for Complementary and
Alternative Medicine (NCCAM) as gathering of various therapeutic human services frameworks,
rehearses items that are not by and by viewed as a feature of traditional medicine.[15] since examines
have been demonstrated that the utilization of CAM use is expanding worldwide and that CAM utilize
is wide spread even in western nations where they have a propelled national health insurance
dependent on front line present day biomedicine.[16] many scientists have been buzzled over conduct
of CAM clients that have added to its notoriety. We considered five classifications of CAM as
NCCAM[17] grouped into natural item, manipulative and body based practices, mind body remedy,
locomotion treatments and entire medicinal frameworks. Explicitly things in the common items allude
to nourishing and dietary enhancements that incorporate cereals royal jelly, rich soybean paste,
squalene, green vegetable juice, chlorella, ginseng, vitamin B complex, and herbs. The manipulative
and body-based practice classification included needle therapy, massage, chiropractic, and
reflexology. The classification of mind body remedy incorporates yoga, reflection, hypo gastric
breathing, and qigong. Locomotion treatments incorporate extending, and class of entire medicinal
framework comprises of CAM treatments, for example, herbaceous drug, needle therapy, cupping, and
moxibustion. ver half of US populace on nutrients or minerals enhancements and this utilization has
been expanded over recent years.[18] The point of study is to build up the relationship between
utilization of CAM treatments and diabetes. The examination is looking at comorbid condition and
CAM into any utilization versus no utilization, where as a general rule, CAM treatments speak to a
heterogeneous gathering of practices that vary in sort, use, and assortments of proof on viability
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2-Patients and Method
Design of study: It is descriptive, observational, prospective, cross-sectional study contain vis-àvis meet with patient relying upon an auxiliary poll which was produced rely upon our study
questions. This investigation was completed at Diabetic Clinic in Azadi teaching hospital at Kirkuk
city. We created survey to evaluate CAM by patient with DM more than 16 months ( from February
2018 to May 2019) ; Addition to getting some information about CAM utilizes, question investigated
the sorts of CAM utilized dependent on US National Center for Complementary and alternative
medicine (NCCAM) order of CAM (17), recurrence of CAM use in diabetes mellitus, advantage, and
trouble of CAM, persistent use CAM unveil this utilization to their doctors notwithstanding data was
gathered on respondents' age, sex, instructive status, diabetic complexities.
Population of study: A questionnaire was created to assess the use of CAM by 417 patients with
diabetes mellitus [type 1 and type 2] between March 2017 to September 2018. The patient the two
sexual orientations, more than eighteen years old who going to Diabetic Clinic in Azadi teaching
hospital were inquired as to whether they got CAM; if replays were positive so they were called to
meet where a basic questionnaires were reply by those patients. The questionnaire comprises of two
spaces: first area was included by the demographic information of patient; second area recoded
medicinal history of patient, third area required by CAM usage with allopathic drug. Iraq has a
national wellbeing administration with consideration being roughly free at purpose of contact.
Consideration criteria: grown-up over 18 years old, determined to have diabetes mellitus .
Rejection criteria: patient with diabetes under 18 years old.
Data analysis: data were dissected with statistical package for social sciences (SPSS
verion23) utilizing descriptive statistics. Moral endorsement was acquired from Kirkuk Health
Directorate / ethic committee.

3.Results and Calculations
435 questionnaires were returned. 18 patients did not meet in the consideration criteria or deficient
questionnaire; principally on the grounds of parlance. 260 (63%) responders had been utilized CAM in
earlier year. The connection between CAM utilization and respondents' demographic and diabetes
status utilizers on day by day bases appeared (table 1).
Table 2: Proportion (%) of usage of different types of CAM
Variable (417)
Gender

Male
Female
Age
20- 39
40-59
60& more
Educational level
Illiterate
Non formal
1ry school
2ry school
Collage
Higher education
Length of time <5
with DM
5-9

Used CAM
N(%)
107(56%)
153(68%)
43(42%)
164(66%)
52(55%)
27(25%)
29(65%)
92(69%)
87(63%)
20(54%)
7(57%)
50(49%)

Not used CAM
N(%)
85(44%)
74(32%)
28(37%)
87(84%)
42(45%)
23(46%)
16(35%)
42(31%)
52(37%)
17(46%)
6(43%)
52(51%)

68(72%)

28(28%)

Statistics
X2=6.53; p=0.01
X2=3.18; p=0.20
X2=4.83; p=0.31

X2=11.86;
p=0.008
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10-15
71(69%)
>=15
70(65%)
Treatment of DM
Diet
9(70%)
Diet & tablet
142(59%)
Diet & insulin
51(65%)
Diet, tablet & 39(65%)
insulin
Complication
of Present
134(73%)
DM
Absent
127(55%)
Blood
glucose Yes
145(63%)
monitoring
No
116(62%)

41(36%)
37(35%)
5(30%)
98(41%)
28(35%)
21(35%)

X2=3.04; p=0.39

53(27%)

X2=13.63;
p=0.0002

105(54%)
87(37%)
71(38%)

X2=0.02; p=0.90

Table 2: Proportion (%) of usage of different types of CAM

CAM types
Ayurveda
Homeopathy
Unani
Yoga
Home remedies
Diet
Acupuncture
Sidhha
Massage
Herbal
Panchakarma

No.(%) of patients with DM who
use CAM (n=260)
------------105 (25.17)
43 (10.3)
20 (4.79)
----87 (20.86)
---

Traditional Chinese medicine ---

4.Conclusion
There is high rate of CAM use in patients with diabetes mellitus going to Azadi teaching hospital
diabetic clinic in Kirkuk/Iraq. There is likewise a high rate of nondisclosure of CAM use to doctor.
There is a proceeding with requirement for wellbeing experts to be increasingly mindful and better
prepared so as to advise their basic leadership and correspondence identified with CAM use.

5.Discussion
This study has been demonstrated the pervasiveness of CAM use of adjacent 2/3 among patients with
diabetes mellitus going to Diabetic Clinic at Azadi teaching Hospital in Kirkuk city. The
predominance of CAM use in patients with diabetes in Kirkuk city is tantamount with that in other
comparative examinations in USA (73%)[19] , India(68%)[20] and Mexico (62%)[21] , yet higher in Saudi
Arabia (30%)[22] ,Australia(24%)[23] and UK (17%)[23] ; This might be identified with various definition
for CAM and contrasting time spans and looked for in this research to utilize the NCCAM order of
CAM and analyze use over earlier year. 66% of CAM clients had utilized CAM in the treatment of
their diabetes, demonstrating that 63% of patients with diabetes mellitus in this study have utilized
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CAM so as to deal with their diabetes mellitus. This is higher than in a past report in Saudi Arabia [22] ,
in spite of the fact that they took a gander at utilization of customary drugs alone. Anyway 97% of
respondent in this investigation utilized normal prescriptions as the frame off CAM to deal with their
diabetes, proposing that different components are adding to higher uses in Kirkuk. Of note it isn't
obvious from Saudi study as to time span used to decide CAM pervasiveness and a shorter time
allotment (not exactly a year as this investigation could represent some variety. This study affirms an
affiliation appeared past examinations with longer length of diabetes mellitus and nearness of
inconveniences [13] . This isn't astonishing as patients may try to deal with their diabetes mellitus and
mitigate entanglements proactively by utilizing CAM than utilize ordinary drug and observed it to be
lacking. An investigation in USA distinguished those matured more than 65 years as being multiple
times bound to utilize CAM than those under 65 years age. Other than time of patients, a higher
probability of CAM use has been appeared with different factors as a higher instructive level[13,15] and
blood glucose observing at home[13] . In this search, as in comparable examinations to Saudi Arabia [4,
13]
, there was no affiliation found between these variables and the utilization of CAM by patients with
diabetes mellitus in Kirkuk. This might be identified with the generally more youthful period of
beginning of diabetes mellitus in the populaces in Iraq. Anyway in Saudi researches[4, 13] we
discovered relationship between utilizing of CAM and being female. The social setting and varying
jobs and wellbeing convictions in Iraq between the sexual orientations may add to this. It seems likely
that customary CAM clients (characterized as day by day use in this research) vary from the
individuals who use it at times. They are probably going to be a progressively essential gathering as
they are bound to endure reactions and conceivable collaborations with different drugs. A specific
concern has been the low exposure rate of CAM use to doctor. This may identified with in sufficient
specialist understanding correspondence. The non-revelation rate in this research of 62% falls inside
the range from different researches of 43% - 65% [21,12.15] . Of enthusiasm of in this research is that
ordinary clients of CAM and those utilizing CAM for the treatment of their diabetes mellitus (the two
gatherings at conceivably higher hazard) are bound to illuminate their doctor of their CAM use. There
is little uncertainty that the utilization of both herbaceous medication and traditional prescription can
result in unfriendly impacts from herb- medicine association [13] . In this way, healthcare approach is
that patients ought to get proof based CAM data about adequacy, viability, reactions and conceivable
associations, to advise their basic leadership identified with CAM use. A quality of this research is that
it has analyzed CAM use in populace of high predominance of diabetes mellitus and has characterized
classes of CAM and time periods. A shortcoming is that it was unrealistic to determine an arbitrary
example and alert should be practiced in summing up end from reasonable example.
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